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AMELIA 

Wibble wobble, wibble wobble, wibbly wobbly woo, 
this is Amelia’s poem,
written just for you.

Stick your tongue out,
and move it about
until you can say

"blubbaldy blobaldy flibadyflob, Flibbady flobbady boo

CANNA-KINNA-UNDERSTAND 

He’s got a canopy above his head,
a canna-pee below his bed,

and a canna-peas to dunk his bread.

He canna-pee in the night,
then eats a canape when he fancies a bite,

but then he canna-pay when the money gets tight.

He canna-play when he knows he should,
It's a kinna-ploy he understood,

then he canna-pray to make him good.

Has a canna-biscuits with his tea,
an smokes some canna-bis to set him free,

Its a kinna-abyss, from which he seeks to flee.

He wants to emigrate to Cana-da only,
when he eats his Canna-loni,

I guess he is gonna be kinna-lonely.
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MR BIRDIE

Mr Birdie in the sky,
what did you see with your tiny birdie eye?

Did you see the little boy,
looking to the stars -
eyes steeped in tears,
like drops of sorrow,

on an arrow,                                
and as I recall,

nothing could pacify him at all.

When you flew by,
and you gave him joy;

like a special toy,
for us both - to enjoy.

Thank you Mr Birdie,
of this you are worthy,

flying to make Wyatt happy,
our delightful little chappy,
allowing his tears clear up,

whilst inspiring him to cheer up.

One day Mr Birdie will be seen again, 
but it will not be Wyatt on my shoulder, 

he will be older, 
he will be a man by then.

The little child in your arms,
will have all of Wyatt's charms,
and the day will come to pass,
when the child's a little sad,

with a little tear,
that will not disappear,
without a stroll outside

to watch the birdie's glide,
then you both will look upon high -

to see Mr Birdie in the sky.

Thank you Mr Birdie

2



TURN THE PAIGE

I don’t like chocolate,
either in wrapping, a packet or in boxes, 
so sweet and sickly it makes me vomit, 

I just think I’ll settle for an omelet.

I do like saying NO!
To people I do; and do not know,

 I say it just for show,
it’s easier than saying hullo.

From the ridiculous to the sublime,
I fall asleep at teatime,
face flat in my free time,

whilst waiting for the four o'clock chime.

I'm a frosty baby bird,
stated Ted, to everyone to whom he conferred, 

I think he is possibly disturbed,
as well as being totally absurd!

I'm very bossy to my brother,
maybe I am like my mother,
maybe I am like no other,

poor little Wyatt, he just has to suffer.

I like to ask questions about the news, 
so very young to develop my views, 

no wonder I get very confused,
so many facts to absorb and infuse.

Growing up is so hard
so many subjects are on the cards, 

I always remember to keep up my guard,
in case a pane of glass becomes a shard. 
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DIMinish

If I do not know anything,
then how come I know that.

They say I should know where and how, why and what, 
but they say I know Diddly Squat.

I don’t know Diddly Squat,
though I’ve heard of Ridley Scott,

I have never met that bloke,
with a name like that, I thought it was a joke.

I am not as dim as people think,
I am not that easy to fool, or hoodwink. 
even if they think I am the missing link, 
I’ve been around longer than Indian Ink.

The expectation of my skills
may not satisfy or fulfill,

those who wish to see myself maligned, 
do not understand the theatre of my mind.

I may be suspect, I may be dim,
I may considered to be out on a limb,

or break into thought on a cerebral whim, 
but don't ask me what I think of him.

I may know little or nothing at all,
out of my head or off the wall,

unable to hit a straight or curved ball, 
though I am here for the long haul.

Whether or not I cut the mustard,
and more likely to end up in the custard, 
if thats the best that can be mustered,

It's not me thats getting flustered.
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I, RON MAN

I, Ron man,
strong as an Ox,

sly as a fox,
wears sandals with socks.

I, Ron man,
sharp as a blade, 
drinks lemonade,

looks cool in shades.

I, Ron man,
hard as nails,

eats straw bales,
more slippery than snails.

I, Ron man,
tough as old boots, 
fought in Beirut, 

aftershave, prefers Brut.

I, Ron man,
suit of steel,

less than ideal,
finds it hard to kneel.

I, Ron man,
fear no one,

ace with a gun,
killer with a pun.

I, Ron man,
served in Afghanistan, 

crossed mountains in Yucatan, 
 but try as I can,

I will never be - Iron Man.
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HANDICAP  

It takes two hands to clap,
and one hand to slap,

one will celebrate affection,
the other causes infliction.

Two hands equates to even-handedness, 
one hand suggests negative candidness,  

finger wagging brandishment,
self righteous aggrandishment.

On the other hand gives you choice,  
to the unassuming gives voice, 
on a petard, but not to hoist, 
with that; we can all rejoice.

We often give with one hand,
and take away with another demand, 

so we can understand,
the outcomes that are planned.

 You may hand it to me,
whatever that is, but there is no guarantee, 

as we cannot always agree,
on the issue, size, the scope or the degree.

I will give you a hand; or two,
to help you get through,
assess, guide and review,

so you will know who to turn to.

You will find it handy,
to find a helping hand that can be, 
someone with whom you can agree,

and let them be your modus operandi.
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KNOW-BODY

We know the type,
believes all their own hype,

not someone who is destined to be liked, 
we tolerate, keep calm, and are always polite.

Always looks down,
a scowl, more than a frown,

too clever by half,
so sad you could laugh.

Has the mind of Einstein,
combined with the motives of Frankenstein, 

when they both entwine,
froth is thrown into the brine.

Has a quick wit, and a fast line,
but that does not make anything fine, 

muddies the waters, like the river Rhine; 
always late, but insists they are on time.

Believes their own stories,
chooses the categories,

bath's in their own glories,
adjusts their personal histories.

Embellishes their C.V.,
believes they are the hero on T.V.

the plot line they cannot see,
except when its based on others treachery.

Denies the truth, survives on lies,
throws camouflage over our eyes,

In order to disguise,
Their own persona, they secretly despise.
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CONNEXTIONS

I am often humble, 
occasionally mumble,

usually fumble,
at times grumble,

whilst eating my apple crumble.

I appear to tumble,
miss words, mispell and jumble, 

whilst carrying a bundle,
in my buckle,

so I can gamble,
on a double,

which gets me in trouble,
with the ruble,

for which I am frugal,
whilst walking my poodle, 

practicing my Cluedo, 
well, its better than Ludo.

I sometimes struggle,
the worlds is a bubble,

I spend my time in a kerfuffle 
by having tea in Brussels,
by flexing my muscles,

in a Brexit scuffle,
which is all of a puzzle,

which I wish they could muzzle.

I stepped in a puddle,
which caused me to struggle, 
with the mud on my stubble, 

which was not so subtle,
so I had to issue a rebuttal, 

and took the Shuttle,
back home to Bootle,

so now I am going to tootle;
Home.....

8 



BULLY FOR YOU

I have never fully,
understood the mindset of a bully. 

Maybe its not because they are tough, 
rough or gruff, but it could be that, 

deep down they do not feel strong enough

 To aggressively cause harm,
with or without charm,

or rhyme or reason to cause alarm,
to the individual who cannot fight back, 

as it is confidence, they lack.

The fate of the bully,
who suffered the individual cruelly,

is to wake up one day,
and find themselves in disarray.

When someone else has the upper hand,   
bullying and bludgeoning them on demand.

MINDGAMES

It’s the working of the mind,
I find,

Entwined.
It’s the working of the brain,

I blame,
Insane.

It’s the working of your head
I said,

Instead.
It’s the working of the psyche,

I might,
Delight.

It’s the working of the soul,
I know,
Bestow. 9



P-LATIN-UM

Agro tudo dia turnis, gravid diplis londitudinous multifariai, 
not for the hard of hearing or the weary eye,

a severe disorder of the teenage mind,
uncover its secrets and this is what you find.

It is a disorder of youth,
a phony diagnosis, but wholly based on truth,
to diagnose it, is to rediscover our uncouth,

whilst being investigated by a well-informed psychological sleuth

To suffer this malady,
some say a form of alchemy,

with the gruesome reality of unreality,
and its potential for absolute finality

The disorder is Latin for sadness,
in fact:

‘Double acute chronic badness,
very grave, indefinite, lethal’.

Not exactly termed to make one gleeful,
more likely at the time to make you more tearful.

But do not despair, 
the ailment is extremely rare,

mainly from students of a certain age,
mulling over questions in their training phase,

reading all the symptoms, whilst turning each page, 
discussing with others so they can all gauge,

their ability to work in their role, at a later stage.

Its OK, the feeling won't last for ever,
once qualified, things will only get better,

you can look back at those times of study and pressure, 
analyse, criticise, quantify and measure,

then smile at the past with insufferable pleasure,
having all those memories to treasure,

to do this at your leisure.
10 



WHO?DINI

I don’t know what it is about he,
It is something for which he cannot see, 

It must be something to deride,
a quality they cannot abide.

Maybe inside, it is phonetically implied, 
concealed, important to hide,

then bound to be denied.

Not sure what it is,
not really his biz.

It can’t be his 'gee whiz',
or his occasional fizz.

Try to find out from a quiz,
before he approach the abyss,

with very much to amiss,
yet frequently easy to dismiss.

He is the opposite of what they think,          
though everything that makes them blink,
whilst sometimes ponders on the brink. 

Protected by armour, chain and link, 
lacking the breach of any loose chink, 

without a sign of too much drink 
and never before landed in the clink.

The thing is, he is everything they say, 
and having nothing to display,
he does not hold any sway,
but carry's on anyway.

Those fears he trouble's to allay,
comes back and bites him, whilst others play, 

before re-entering the affray,
and fighting on another day.

11 



BASKET CASE

Chicken in a basket,
nearly blew a gasket,

when I stood up from the meal, it was drastic!
My suit of polyester plastic,
did not look at all fantastic.

My equatorial was covered in grease,
where the basket sat on the trouser crease,

over my strides, whilst sat down,
put it like this, if it was water, I would surely drown.

I had a new girlfriend in tow,
and had to explain discreetly, that we should hurriedly go.

She walked out in front,
whilst we were mincing our shunt,

so I would not bear the brunt,
of  patrons and other drunks,

making remarks about me and my soaking wet ‘trunks’.

Like Morecambe and Wise,
we walked in disguise,
so not to advertise,

the scented, graphic vividity of trouser grease for customers eyes.
We managed to get back to her place,

there was no mood or ardour to embrace,
as I tried to erase,

the greasy chicken paste;
much to her distaste.

I don’t remember seeing her after that,
not even for an 'I’m very sorry chat'.
There is a moral to this mishap,

If you don’t want your girlfriend to give you a slap, 
don’t consume a basket of chicken and chips on your lap.

12 



PERFECTIC

Just like a Theologist,
there is room in this world for a Neologist;

the maker of words,
sometimes absurd;

to explain a view, when the message gets blurred, 
in the format that is heard.

Take the word Perfect,
which is in some people's aspect.

There is no conflict,
in the word that is picked.

The flawless verb that leads you to respect, 
whilst others disagree, and disrespect.

It is the opposite of Pathetic,
which denies the possible ascetic,
though not specifically poetic,
it is the opposite of frenetic.
Maybe a little anaesthetic,

spiritually Mosaic,
specifically, prosaic!

Like the Beatles and the Stones,
either side solemnly bemoan,

the lack of musicality of each others tone.
Some say one is PERFECT,

to the other, they call PATHETHIC,
'neither need an emetic',

in the end, they are both 'PERFECTIC'. 

PATHOLOGICAL DEMAND AVOIDANCE

PDA,
As they say,

Is autistic delay,
be that as it may,

Is a disorder of today,
and will not go away.

13 



BOTH SIDES NOW

No matter how hot it gets during the day,
with the suns stunningly discordant array;

It will always get dark at night.
Except for six months at the poles,

where scientists extol,
the infinitely of light,

where the brittle cold air gleams through like brilliant dolomite.

People will argue that black is white,
doesn’t mean they are wrong or right,
or they contend that white is black;

stick that in your almanac!
I suppose they could be a mystic religious acolyte,

or is not that bright, perhaps a little trite; or without insight. 

Consider the glass is half full, 
which is a reasonable amount of fuel; 

or half empty, 
even though say, a half is plenty.

Both may be right, or both may be wrong,
It all depends in which camp they belong.

The arguments can be as weak, as they are strong,  
one or the other is correct,
depending on their intellect,
or what they wish to protect.

There is always an exception to the rule, 
If there is not, then I am a fool.

What is right and what is wrong - consists of a view, 
depending on what they wish to misconstrue, 

it may be magic,
it may be tragic,

it may cause panic,
cause bipolar manic,

or be wizardry satanic
everyone thinks they are right,

with that thought,  
GOODNIGHT!
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HARRY's GAME 
ê

So Harry did marry,
Meghan 

at their weddinô 
St George's Chapel, 
in Windsor Castle. 

ê
Ms Markel,

now in the royal circle,
but not to obey, 

though will convey,
her union this betrothal day .

ê
Harry, born Henry 

Is gentry, 
born of regal blood, 
on the wings of love,                                           
like a well-fitting glove.                                       

It is now vital,                                                  
to give the couple a title,

'The Duke and Duchess of Sussex',
is the new prefix, or if you please, a suffix,

plus another title bargain,
the Earl and Countess of Dumbarton.

 
A union of two people, 

under the Windsor steeple, 
two nations united,                                

the two states delighted, 
the world now knows this perfect dame, 

this is Harryôs óInvictusô Game.
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PSYCHOLO-GEE

Here we go again,
 professionals causing heartache and pain, 
hard to understand what they can gain.
Misplaced hostility, diminished frivolity;

maybe they do not like quality,
preferring malcontent to jollity.

What is it, jealousy, envy or genuine mistrust, 
such a shame it was not discussed -

with me, 
you see.

Perhaps it was because I was the target,
they wanted my reputation to harvest.

What was declared was dishonest,
and now I seek to admonish.

Emails were sent to each other,
my reputation they wanted to smother.

No facts, evidence or examples,
my pride and standards they wanted to trample;

perhaps they wanted a scandal.

 They thought, that they ought,
to set up a Kangaroo (not Meadow) Court;

and knock me off of my mantle.

But that did not work,
to confirm their view, they didn’t look.

To build the facts, they cooked the books,
mendacious and unfair, an attempt to diminish me, how dare!

I turned the tide, and now beware,
the facts are clear, evidence laid bare,

salience will end this torrid affair;
 to get to the truth and declare, 

then those responsible will themselves despair.
16 



BOXCAR WILLIE

Little Willie Burns,  
used to love big cars and spent what he earned,

buying American brands,
(naturally all second hand)

from his mid-state hinterland.

He bought his cars, named from Stars,           
one day he will include of them them in his memoirs,

such as how he could drive to Moldova, 
in his Chevy Nova,

whilst eating his favourite desert, Strawberry Pavlova.

There were times with Brian, 
in his Ford Orion,

 when he stayed up all night,
to see at first light, 

the magical dawn chorus,
in the back of his flashy old Ford Taurus.

He bought a Ford Galaxie,
thought it went like a rocket, but that was a fallacy,

then there was the Ford Comet, 
its V8, 4 Speed Manual Transmission that just made him cosmic. 

So he eyed a Saturn Sky,
which he bought from a rabbi,
Vamoose, that motor could fly!

But that way way back when,
when boys were boys and men were men.

Now times have changed and the money became tight,
no more days of big cars, and staying up all night.

Today Willy drives a mini,
basic, frugal and tinny,
but it’s no ignominy. 

In the end it is all so quaintly silly, 
so we can no longer shout,

‘Big Car, Little Willie’! 17 



SUNTANFASTIC

What a great plan, to have a suntan,
in December, to make me look like a real man,

to look bronzed and cool,
I am no fool;

it was for an event,
so for the purchase of fake tan stick, I went.

A quick rub on the ‘boatrace’,
plenty to spread all over the place,  

followed by a shave,
carving around like a molded architrave,

swinging the blade like a tidal wave,
for the fantastic look; that then I did crave.

For the Christmas bash was in the cold,
then I was only 21 years old.

I wanted to look suave for the party,
you know; good looking, tanned and hearty,

by the time the tan had set, I was looking like a tube of Smarties.

My colour was mixed,
Pale, white like specks and frecks,

Brown in bits,
With lily white strips around the lips.

And at the ‘do',
I might have been in the zoo;
as I spent the night in the loo.

To avoid the one to one closeup,
willing the ground to swallow me up.

It took weeks to fade,
a complete fool I made,

Fake tan, Tarzan, part marzipan,
Half fake tan, half baked man. 

Remember, not only in December,
when you use a Tan Fast Stick,

that the results may not turn out very fan-ta-stic. 18 



PLATETUDES

Its not that your fat
or anything like that,
but you can Conflate,

your waist line with the size of your plate.

The size of the food portion,
can cause severe body distortion,
feeding your bellies contortion,  

continuously growing out of proportion, 
though there is a solution.

I can explain,
who is to blame,

for your ample frame.
It would not be sane,

for your size to remain,
with that almighty weight gain.

Size does matter,
When you are brought, on a platter,   

loads of food, making you fatter.
Like chips with fish (in batter)

and when you wish for someone to flatter, 
your chat up lines begin to scatter.........

 When you are ogling that pud’,
you should have really understood,

that when it comes to food,
fried, baked, boiled or barbecued,

have it on a small plate or bowl, even stewed.

 Always remember, never be misconstrued,
if you want to be a young looking dude,

or be a patron saint of lost causes, like St Jude. 
have a smaller portion, and chew your food on, 

a small plate; to put you in the mood, 
sing a song from Holyrood,

'a little bit of what you fancy does you good!'
19 



FAKE NEWS

It’s in all the papers, fish and chips that is, 
and the social media, is all he biz, gee whiz. 

Mendacious lies, hyperbolic replies,
with dissembling being the ultimate prize.

Duplicitous, insipid and untruthful, in may be, 
though it is what we all want to believe and see,

The fact that is false,
Will not cause a revolt,

As people will all wish to be free.

Freedom to believe the dishonest,
and who has the right to admonish,
the American people had to fight,

for a Bill of rights, 
as no law will allow abridging the freedom of speech, 

no matter how, or what we preach.

Fake news is now the medium,
well it beats truth and all that tedium,

and its been going on for the millennium,
in fact, you could fill a Compendium;                                    

and call it a 'Pretendium'.

You do not have to be a sleuth,
to understand an untruth.

it was Hitler who devised 'the truth bridge', 
by stating -

“Make the lie big," 
then elaborating, with a ripple -

“make it simple”, 
 continuing betraying by conveying this -

“keep saying it”, 
And the last deceiving bit,-

“and eventually they will believe it."
The truth of the lie will bring a chill

when we can ignore the truth for a lie, we always will!
20 



NO TALENT AT ALL

My surname is Atoll,
just like chain of islands, formed of coral. 

It doesn’t really matter at all,
however; it is a name to recall, 

and you will find it hard to enthrall,
when my name is put together; overall

My middle name is Talon,
I believe my parents couldn’t spell Alan,

or perhaps it was because:
the shape of my claws,

or that I was a very lost cause.
Listen to the name itself, cannot be ignored;

when my full name is announced, I will fall on my sword 

My first name is Noel,
at Christmas may be good for my soul,

But on the whole,
it befits my role,

and allows others to laughingly extol,
the three piece name, heinous and foul,
whilst I look on, pretending to smile. 

Put together,
its not very clever,

yet it will stay forever.

Its easy to measure,
to laugh at leisure,

some kind of pleasure?.

At times I recall,
such as at the annual Christmas Ball,
That I am introduced, and they call,

'Let me welcome here' - 
"Noel Talon Atoll"

21 



(DE-)SCRIBES
(Job Specification)

1. When working in the social sector,
there is no need for a lie detector;

creating words is as sweet as nectar,
with an aim of accurate reporting, without conjecture.

2. Thoughtfully scribble like a gold digger's prospector,
typing and scrolling on the keyboard's computerised character,      

slicing through each word, like a dissector, 
with specific direction, as straight as an aircraft vector,

seen with visibility of a bicycle's rear reflector,
and stone wall of sound from a tune from Phil Spector,  
incorporating a dead bat stance, better than Ted Dexter.

all sent in a manuscript, more than a letter,
with all the vehemence, attributes and characteristics of Hannibal 

Lector.

3. Cut through each word as a dissector,
with the zeal of an oligarchic Eastern European defector,

realising a zealous zeal just like a college preceptor;
whilst gazing through the magnifying glass of a corporate inspector.

4. Check the rules like a metal detector,
when trying to view the text through a cinema projector,

whilst attempting to see the script through a waterproof protector,  
to complete the assignments on time with an eerie theatrical spectre, 

scripts hidden in a white wall tyre inner-tube connector,                            
then placed into the hands of the companies information collector.

5. If you take the role, you will be a chief executor,
guardian of what the public expect you are,

a word-smith editor,
a linguistic messenger,

a verbal creditor,
a didactic predator,

and a non-lexical embezzler.

Congratulations, you've got the job!! 
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THE LEGEND OF DON SAUSAGE

They say he was a super-spy in MOSSAD, 
until he had an intestinal blockage,
now lives in a run down cottage,
The legend that is Don Sausage

Some say he is a legend,
others say he was a leg end.
Until he came to defend,

the honour of his best friend

Sat in a bar in Cairo,
signing a cheque with a disposable red BIC biro 

was Sausage's long-lost friend, Hiro Spiro,
who followed Sausage to Rio de Janeiro , 

Hiro Spiro’s super-hero

Then a zip in the air, with a flash and a flair,
flew a bullet right past Hiro's ear,

 Sausage turned round,
looked straight, up and down, 

and then found,
a bullet lodged into the ground

Shot by Ben Germin, his evil adversary,   
smoking gun and showing no mercy,

Don declared: 
‘did you shoot that bullet to hurt my friend Hiro’ 

‘Well, if you wanted to know, 
I wasn’t aiming at my toe’,

Germin smiles at Sausage and said,

continued next page
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THE LEGEND OF DON SAUSAGE (continued).

‘I was aiming for his head,
but I hit the floor instead.
Don Sausage was enraged,

his anger could not have been caged,
he took out his sword,

the crowd cried out ‘Oh Lord’,
as he went to give Germin a shave.

‘You may think your strong, and think your brave, 
but I am going to show you how to behave’.

He circled his sword just like an act of Zorro,
It would be Germin that would feel the sorrow, 

and now, not tomorrow.

The sword slide through the air,
Germin groaned with despair, -

at the site of his head hurtling towards the ceiling, 
he would be rolling and reeling, 

no pain, no feeling;
whilst he was drinking a cup of Darjeeling.

Germin's head fell to the deck,
what was left on his shoulders; was his neck.

Whilst Spiro was still signing the cheque,
he turned to the concierge, and with respect said:

'Who shall I make it payable to:
' I hope this amount will be correct.

continued next page
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THE LEGEND OF DON SAUSAGE (continued).

But it was Germin's own bar,
and it feels a little bizarre;
in the old Bazaar in Cairo, 

thought Hiro.
but Sausage understood,

from bad could come good
he new the flee-pit well, 

'You can make the cheque out to me,
not just because I set you free'.

'The money will come in handy,
as bribery was Germin's modus operandi, 
I'll just sip on my Bourbon and Brandy,

you Hiro; my friend, can have a glass of 2% shandy;    
-and a nougat of American hot candy'.

'I wish to purchase a Cottage,
which the local authority are trying to demolish, 

but with a bit of spit and polish,
and I can use the best of my knowledge,

to give me peace and solace,
on the end of the quay,
I think you will agree,
that will do for me,

near to Hinkley Point,
close to Burnham on sea.

And that was the last Hiro saw of Sausage,
who settled at home in his dotage,

making thick soup and Sausage and Pea pottage, 
in the cottage they wanted to demolish.

The End 
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LOVELY?

Oh, the pain of love,
and thank god above

that it fits some like a glove.
A thing to behold,

to be held and betrothed,
from this day forth,

forever more.

Oh, for goodness sake,
can’t anyone make a mistake?

I thought I was smitten,
swooned the words said, and written,

by someone with needs,
desperate to throw someone their seeds,

with atoned affection
In my direction.

Some say that love lasts forever, 
but for others that means never,
some say; at the end of the day, 

'that the love you make, 
is equal to the love you make'. 

But I have been burnt,
as I was spurned,

and the lesson I learned, 
was

The only love that lasts is the love that is not returned.

HARM PREVENTION

I must refrain,
from trying to restrain,

but when I must,
it has to be discussed, 

and agreed, in order to succeed,
to have a safe intervention,
 securing harm prevention.
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EGYPTOLOGY

There is a lot of charm,
on a holiday to Sharm,

It is very warm;
much warmer than here at home.

A couple arrived from the north,
he was not backward in coming forth,
desperate to get his money's worth.
Then he expressively stated a fact; 

so amusing, I think I just finally cracked,
the premise was based on mirth,

an imagined scenario, quite impossible on earth.

They had been to the Great Pyramids of Giza,
an outstanding influence for this unusual geezer,     

they are the Oldest of the Seven Wonders of the World, 
with the tombs giving up their secrets, he beguiled.

Has never been as far as Italy; 
yet, provoked his statement so wittily,

'I have only seen pictures of the Leaning Tower of Pisa', 
The more he spoke, the more I needed anaesthesia,      

in-fact it was so pathetic,
I didn't need the anaesthetic

In his life, he may not have travelled far,
certainly not to Thebes,  

and his excitement was slightly bizarre,
as humming a tune, and playing a guitar,

whilst eating caviar!

In his heart he did believe,
and we were quite relieved,

when we sensed that he had perceived;- 
'that's just like the Egyptian Catacombs'; he decreed, 

'We have nothing like this back home in Leeds!!!' 27 



TALES FROM BEATRIX POTTER

On a trip to Cumbria, in 2008,
Roger, Maggs, Sue and I; thought we would visit the lakes, 

the October air was fresh and wet,
just like it is here down in Somerset.

The walk was long, 
to the sound of unfamiliar birdsong.

We travelled around the Esthwaite Water, 
in a valley to the west of Beatrix Potter,

a view you would not wish to alter,
if only the weather was say,- as  is, in Gibraltar.

We stopped at the nearest pub,
had a pint and some wholesome grub,

viewed a game at a Valley Hill Golf Club,
watching the golfer, cursing the rub. 

We strolled to Hill Top Farm,
ahead of a gathering  storm,

viewing her home,
we were left to roam.

Afterwards, we decided to show up,
at the local COOP,
needed some food,

on a Sunday openings, when we could,
whilst we were still in the mood.

Out from the shop came a Gordie, 
Bolshoi and bawdy,

‘They got no chicken here,'
said a visiting sightseer.

'They’ve got Chicken Tonight; but no chicken!',
she was undoubtedly stricken.

'It’s a conspiracy, the COOP is in complicity,'
'You may think its paltry, to have no poultry,'

'Now I’ll have to go to Worcester,
To get my hands on a basted oven ready rooster'. 
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NEWS BULLET-IN

The right to keep and bear arms,
Is the 2nd amendment norm,

that citizens should protect themselves,
Is where the problem dwells.

An American without guns,
Is like a convent without nuns,
and if you give a madman arms,

he will shoot you up and cause great harm,
before lock-down is called and raised alarms.

Is there an answer to this dilemma?
If so, call a talk show, dial EMMA,

you may be so nervous, and develop a vocal tremor; 
but speak up to her to your best endeavour.

‘Well Emma, I am all for guns, 
Smith and Wesson, Beretta, Winchester, Remington,

as American as motherhood, apple pie and toasted cream buns. 
Most guns are bought by mothers sons,
who often have a grievance to clarion;
and need little excuse to carry on...

They will target their prey to the fullest,
if a guns' got a trigger, then they will pull it.

 To avoid a gunshot in your gullet,
the solution not new, it's not hard to pallet;- 
'Dont ban the gun, ban the sale of the bullet'.

EMMA - Every Mad Mans Artillery

REFRAIN

If things don't change they will stay the same,
 if they stay the same, who's to blame,
if things do change, and its a shame,

be unashamed, un-acclaimed, forget you knew my name.
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CONES,
(what a load of bollards)

I think its spreading,
from Swindon to Reading.
A journey to be dreading,

- and we all know where we are heading?

Some call them cones,
but with motorway's DNA; they become clones, 

soon will become drones,
propagating in zones.

40 miles of motorway lanes,
with cones; become conjoined, and in chains, 

Whilst motorists queues remain,
distraught drivers quietly become insane.

40 miles of cones,
and not a worker to bemoan,
except for one worker alone,

with a mop and bucket and a mobile phone.

One by one he wiped them clean,
so that many more motorist can shout and scream, 

with 40 miles of cones, pristine;
yet not a workman to be seen.

I phoned the cone line, to make a fuss,
the response could only make me cuss,

when I spoke to agent who said just thus:
'thank you for telling us' 

I decided to take a train next time,
a relaxing trip, the weather fine,

 I drew the line, 
when the train;   by design,

stopped, 
as there were leaves on the line! 30 



KIDOLOGY

Some people have a lot to say, and use a lot of words. 
Yet when analysing; much of which is absurd;  
often leaving others confused, and perturbed.

So much is stated,
usually overrated;

intermixed and conflated,
With expressed views. - dated, inflated and outdated.

And not much that was said,
that could not be read,

In a red top paper, instead;
exulted by a talking head.

It matters not how many words they say,
it is the meaning and thoughts they portray.

Many words are bluster and bluffing,
saying plenty and simply meaning nothing.

SCREW THE TOP

I thought it was me,
and who else would be,

the one who unscrewed the toothpaste,
 with the top, not replaced.

But it was she,
in all sincerity,

it was my wife, and all my life,
I thought it was me.

Nowadays I check,
the toothpastes neck,

and screw the top on tight,
and place the toothpaste upright.
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MR E MANN

His name is Mr E,
a name steeped in history,

always wins a hollow victory,
a super sonic honest hero, no sophistry.

Not always elegant,
earnest, hardworking, intelligent, articulant, 

unassuming, despises sycophants, 
tucks his shirt in his underpants.

Won’t give in, won’t give out,
never know his whereabouts.
Always quiet, never shouts,

Wears his underwear inside out.

Superpower hero, I.Q. Zero,
writes with a pencil, not a Biro,

swashbuckling Zorro, sends messages inspiral, 
transmits to the Internet - yet, never goes viral.

So who is this man,
to which I am a fan,

more Tin-Man than Tarzan,
batman with a caftan. 

Slayer of bad, champion of good,
yet so simply misunderstood,
a modern day Robin Hood,

well; he would be if he could.

So Mr E, you are at liberty,
No debt, loans, cash on delivery,

To me you will always be,
Mr E, a Mystery.
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ANTE-SOCIAL MEDIA

Make it short and sweet,
I have no time,

for you and I to meet.

Send me a tweet,
so we can greet,

that would be great,
meet me at eight.

Send me an Email, 
short and to scale,

and I can follow your trail,            
-to no avail.

Contact me through WhatsApp, 
I’m that sort of chap,

I’ve got my tablet on my lap,  
so we can chat.

Picture me on Instagram, 
and I will tell you a yarn,

I mean no harm,
just my old-fashioned charm.

Send me a Text,
easy to select,

I do hold you in respect,
I hope you don’t object.

I don’t know what a Hashtag is, 
social media is not my bizz, 

sends me in a mist,
I would get nil points in a quiz.

What will they think of next, 
Its all to me, very complex, 

this is all to convex, 
leaves me very perplexed. 33 



PLEA(D)SE

I thought I would please the boss,
smiled at her, then she got cross,

I had cleaned my teeth, but not flossed,
not so much a cold, more like a frost.

I decided to be nice to my wife,
she said, get a life,

not so much a relationship, more like trouble and strife,
you could cut the air with a knife.

I telephoned a friend,
I was at my wits end,

I needed comfort to make amends,
all that happened was,- I achieved to offend.

I went to my pastor
told of my disaster.-

he swore at me, I turned alabaster,
and couldn’t get out of there any faster.

I turned to a song,
It helps when things go wrong,

Its not a matter of wealth,
It may or may not affect your stealth,
but it will sure benefit your health.

So ‘sing’,

‘If you can't please anyone, then you’ve got to please yourself’!!
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UNIVERSAL DIS-CREDIT

I don’t know who said it, 
but with Universal credit;
‘Its great if you get it.’

they should get on merit.

But it will leave you with debt – 
if the going get tough, 
and times are rough,

when you do not have enough.

Give a high five,
to stay alive, survive, 

and not deprive, 
by being able to provide.

Stay away from the sanction,
of universal credit action.

If not, you only have yourself to thank, 
apart from a visit to your local authority food bank.

THE TITLE

Thoughts from a far away place,
Is the title to replace,

Polemic Runes and Poetic Perspectives.

A title so introspective,
yet reflective, a little receptive,

certainly a trite reflective,
with some peculiar directness,

if in somewhat selective;
vernacular invective.

Always slightly defective,
awkwardly deflective,
sometimes ineffective,

occasionally imperfect-ed.
From an observant detective,

from his own perceptive.
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CROSSTALK

‘I’m f*cking scared’, he laired, 
aggressively declared.

Right in my ear,
So nobody heard.

I could not reply,
not that I was shy;
 I was with others,

I would not willingly decry.

No further words need to be said,
there's no future ahead.

What was said; may well have been misread,   
from now on though, there’s only silence instead.

ODE TO JOY!

You said there was no staff,
when you emailed a concern, of protocol and stuff,

- If only you had asked.
There were nine staff on duty that day,

and to my dismay,
my concerns to you I conveyed.

You were concerned about the protocol,
with the CCTV, I took a photo-call,
of all the events as they occurred,

the actions ensued,
(which enabled me to conclude)
your analysis was misconstrued.

I raised your issue as a complaint,
alerted you with the facts to acquaint, 

when all investigations were made,
all the facts; assessed and weighed,

the truth to you was relayed,
your concerns were allayed. 36 



BRUSH STROKES

Lines and shades, masquerade, 
the ideas in my head.

Where had they come from? and 
the reasons why?

To perceive, gaze up to the sky. 

Bottles and palms, calm......
the thoughts within my mind.

Colours on themes,
in a mindset of pictorial schemes, 

tells my story, inside scenic dreams.

Months and years, disappear,
until the painting's complete.

Four layers of paint;
in time, no restraint,
before others acquaint.

Half a century, from my memory;
the story of my life.

Brush strokes from start to finish,
my thoughts intact, undiminished and disguised, 

though realised, 
within it.

MR ANGRY
From Bromley to Bangor,
without droppin’ a clanger.
Let me speak with candour,

about your vehement, inveterate anger.  
Perhaps you hanker,

in some indignant abusive rancour, 
within a split second slander,-

to gerrymander;
like a commander,   

you uttering, muttering, stuttering ranter!! 37 



BACONOMICS

For those who do not understand the English language, 
understand the benefit of the bacon sandwich.

Its better in a roll,  
It’s flavour I extol,

bite by bite, or stuffed in your mouth as a whole.

Then add an egg,
or two, I will beg.

If you refuse, I’ll go to Greggs,
after all, there’s a reason for using your legs.

You can add a sausage,
though if your regular, that can cause a blockage, 

you will need to add some roughage.
So, you should eat some porridge,

and then acknowledge:
your skin,

don’t let it get stuck on your chin.

Not forgetting the condiment,
and avoid the saucy sentiment,

as some like brown and some like red,
on a base of a brown or white sliced bread.

Whatever your choice, make sure that its moist,
And maybe have it without sauce, instead.

MY FLAVOURITE

It’s the flavour,
crotchet and quaver;
aroma to savour.

I will endeavour,
without being clever,

to have a moment to treasure,
the feast of flavour.
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QUALITY STREET

I think it is a matter of frivolity,
when authorities talk of care sector quality;
all they are interested, is their own policy,

whilst looking out for gender equality.

For many years, I have been flying the kite.
for standards like mine, (which are of course), reasoned and/or right, 

yet in return; get platitudes and trite,  
lacking in forethought, forecast or foresight.

It may be that it is the way it must be. 
Perhaps; there is something wrong with me.  

There is no point in making this plea, 
Without doubt, on that, they all would agree.

IN(TRO)SPECTION

I am waiting for an inspection,
after 2 years of reflection,

since the last visit.
If they don’t visit soon,

I’ll be admitted to the nearest clinic.

It is always best to be good or outstanding,
as the task in hand is very demanding, 

but I wish they would arrive,
'cause if they don’t visit soon,

I’ll find it hard to survive.

Its taking so long; it feels forever,
the waiting is adding additional pressure.          

So we can be understood,
indeed, therefore, just come soon,

giving Meadow Court a rating - at least; as 'Good'.
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REPUTATION

My reputation was smudged,
when my elbow was nudged,

after being hauled through the sludge, 
by those who bore a grudge.

I may have misjudged,
although the facts may have been fudged, 

maybe prejudged,
as prejudices do not budge.

I think I should urge,
myself to emerge,

and rise above, and let the truth resurge, 
and face down the negators, then purge.

Given all that was said,
I think I will rest my head,
and forget all the sorrow,
and start again tomorrow.

YOU F ' COFFEE 

For those with a love of coffee,
I think I would rather eat a tub of toffee.

It is not just the coffee taste,
(the flavour's likened to toxic waste).

It has an afterburn disclosed as bitter,
(With the aroma of an old rusty transmitter).

Give me, 
a cup of tea, 

and let the clock's chime,
whether tea - lemon or lime,

hot or cold, (not too hot to hold)
and I will drink that fluid,
like a Celtic cultural druid,
at any old day and time! 
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FAMILIAR RING?

Call me a cynic,
maybe I need to be in a clinic,        

but then I like to mimic,
anything which is not a gimmick.

Call me a fool,
why not be cruel,

but I am nobodies tool,
and won’t lose my cool.

Call me a name,
yes; I know your game,

but you will fail with your aim,
I will not be to blame.

Call me a nerd,
If that’s what you’ve heard,
but that’s a bit absurd, 
It’s your weasel word.

Call me nothing,
you may be bluffing,

but you may be buffering,
and I will be suffering . 

Call me anything,
and I will do the highland fling,          
give me a song and I will sing,

as it is better to be called a X@#!! something, 
rather than be ignored as a nothing.
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 LESSONS LESSEN

‘Lessons had been learned’,
even before the court adjourned;

that is what we are told, 
whilst awaiting the truth to unfold,

and before the story becomes too cold.

No matter how we try,
many factors can still go awry,

when asking the question - ‘why’?
Facts and evidence alone cannot be relied on, 

When the reckoning arrives, truth is hard to hide from.

Watching the news, 
year after every year,

things are never as they appear.
Again, and again, where incidents take place,

truth disappears without visible trace.

'We never learn', should be the truth,
says one amateur, thoughtful sleuth.

Even though they said lessons had been learned,
the opposite has been confirmed.

Perceptions only confirm; 
that when lessons were learned, 

In fact; in reality was, - they weren’t.

INTERPRETATION

They say that I must be mistaken,
when in fact they are totally wrong.

So do not feel forsaken,
I’ll be found out before long.
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WHERE'S WALLY

It was sheer act of folly,
where at his final resting, lay Wally.
Well, goodness, gracious; not so jolly, 

we mistakenly went AWOL-y

The cremation was at half past ten,
we knew that, which is why we got there by then,   

So many people, looking so tearful,
well, would it be likely that anyone would be cheerful?

We sat at the back, 
not knowing whom to chat,
we did not know their faces,

but I thought that I had seen them in other places

When it was over, we went back to Wally’s house, 
saw his daughter, son and other spouse.

They asked where we had been,
at his service, we were nowhere to be seen.

We suddenly understood way back when,  
we should have been there at ten,
I was given the wrong information,

we had gone to the wrong cremation!!

Wally would have seen the joke,
he was one of those kinds of folk.

At 88, his last bell chimed,
we think of Wally from time to time

JUDGEMENT 

I may often misjudge,
but may never begrudge,

 factors that we may undeniably fudge,
especially when we try to prejudge.
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FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD

I asked would they would like something to eat, 
they said if they did, they would give me a tweet, 

I asked if they wished something sweet,
they said they were not looking for a treat.

I asked if they would like lunch,
a sandwich or a brunch,

although it was just a hunch,
I suspected they did not want to munch.

I asked if they would like food,
fried, baked, grilled or stewed.

They said they were not in the mood,
to inquire again, would have been rude.

I asked if they wanted a meal,
some veal, or something to peal,

they said it was no big deal,
and they would see how they would feel.

I asked if they wanted to snack,
some cake, cheese or flapjack,
they said they would get back,

I was feeling the flack.

I asked them if they wanted a beer,
that is what they wanted to hear,

they all gave out a cheer,
and requested snacks to be near.

INTERMISSION

Yes, no, possibly, in bits,
All these responses, probably fit,

thus as adjectives, all possibly hit -
the right note; 

keeping us all on our wits. 44 



THE BOSS

There are so many bad ways to be good, 
and so many good ways to be bad.

When I’m not bad, I’m good; 
and when I’m bad, I’m misunderstood.

Don’t get cross,
when I’m at a bit of a loss.

Some would not give a Betsy Griscom Ross. 
to run the flagpole, and be the boss.

I am the chief,
no worse than a thief,
a bit of a Van Cleef, 
for that, I’ll be brief.

It' more than a job, to manage this mob, 
to duck and dive, dib and dob, 

not forgetting to memorise the 'thingamabob'. 
the boss, thinker, gambler, counsellor and God! 

WORK

It’s a matter of fact,
that my role is more than an act,

and I practice all day,
to get my monthly pay,

So when I’m kind,
I think you’ll find,

I have the same emotions as others; with added gloss, 
though they’re a little sharper, when I’m cross.

We are all in it together,
whatever the endeavour,
and if we are clever,

we can work here for ever.
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MAC, THE KNIFE

Mac employs cunning multiplicity ,
is a covert operator, user of devastating duplicity, 
whilst taking chances with aggressive stupidity; 

and intrusive hidden culpability.

He changes masks like a chameleon, 
with deception and detachment, almost Orwellian, 

more Cromwellian than Churchillian, 
the toast of the Cornishman, Trevelyan.

Detached and alone,
will never bemoan,
is morally bankrupt, 
spiritually corrupt,

sees himself as omnipotent, 
more callous than competent.

Always right, never wrong,
lives a lie, never undone,

will eventually fall,
taking down one and all.

With no compromise,
decries, denies, demise.

FANTASIA

Sharp as a razor,
a genius with lasers,
-till he got tasered.

Works for a glazier,
never been lazier,
until he got crazier.

As fast as a rapier,
looks great in gymnasia,  

now treated for megalomania. 
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I UNDERSTAND? 

If only you heard what I said, 

or maybe you should have said what I heard. 

It would be good - 

If the communicator could, 

be what a two-way process, 

should messages then, would be understood. 

It would be good to specify, 

Indeed; even verify, 

In simple words,  

which is not absurd,  

In order to clarify. 

What I don’t understand,  

when I hear the demand, 

of someone making an insistent command, 

making a stand – 

if only they were able to listen. 

so the points they made weren’t missin’, 

we could carry out our mission as planned. 
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

There is no excuse, for substance abuse, 

you must be mugs, 

for messing about with drugs, 

apart from the high, 

drugs kill, and people die. 

There is a cost, 

such as a relationship lost,  

what does it do to the fathers, brothers and mothers, 

Sisters, friends and others. 

So, don’t be a dope, 

Breath light with some hope. 

Find other ways to cope, 

Stay away from the slippery slope, 

and find out more that, 

Life’s a kaleidoscope, 

BOB SCRATCHIT 

There was a gentleman from Dulwich, 
who complained to his doctor about a dull itch, 

Doctor asked, ‘do you scratch when you walk, 
I said, ‘only when I talk, 

and I’ve talked all the way from Dulwich to Greenwich!’ 
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DISCRIMINATION 

Discrimination, can include intimidation,  
degradation and humiliation, 

yet who are those who live in anticipation, 
of a perfect singular nation.

We all are they,  
who prey, 

on others fears, 
which will usually end in tears, 

living together,  
is nothing clever.  

Just need a little tolerance, 
and an audience growing in confidence, 

We can all live together.

THE END 

And in the end, 
you have your life to defend.           

What you’ve done, 
battles you have won. 

Loves won and lost, 
and mistakes they have cost. 

When the time comes to leave, 
Its time to believe, 

wear it all on your sleeve,      
there is no reason for you to grieve. 
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COMMUNICATION 

If you have no communication,    

you may spend time on rumination, 

chewing over the cud, 

rolling about in the mud, 

coming down to earth with a thud. 

Expressing your doubts,    

your fears, and your shouts, 

Is what it’s all about, 

Without extro-spection,      

there is only introspection, 

and no thought left for considered reflection. 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 

Don’t get uppity;     
about my cup -of- tea, 
or rude about my food. 

And I am aware, 
what you think of my hair. 

Therefore, I can guarantee, 
what you think of me. 
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COMPUTING 
When it comes to printers with ink,      
you may wish to download a drink,      

as the printer, itself; 
when bought off the shelf 

will make the contents of your wallet; well, - shrink 

When I passed a pink smart fridge,  
I asked the price of an ink cartridge, 

The replier did post; 
at that price, your toast!      

not so much riposte –as rip-off’. 

Examine the paper,
aka pulped down trees by the acre, 

you can plagiarise your text, 
to write something very complex,   

which all makes you a bit of a faker. 

Not to mention your computer,   
fed through a gadget, called a router. 

You can cut and paste,    
make errors in haste, 

as when it breaks down,    
you’ll need a trouble-shooter. 

TIMEPIECE 

You could call it a stop watch, 
It was a watch, 

But it was stopped, 
From reaching me. 



JUSTICE 

Why is it when you try to do everything right, 

you end up with trouble and strife,

Instead of feeling grateful, 

The outcome is fateful. 

And you end up with one almighty fight. 

We do not begrudge,    

the decision of the judge,  

when we win the case, 

we embrace, 

and we say there is justice. 

- but if we lose we say, just this…………. 

There is no justice, 

and I am disgusted,

   there is no law, for one and all, 

as when it comes to pass, its crass; 

therefore, the conclusion is - 

the laws an ass 
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YOU 

Who are you?     

you’re not new, 

known only to a few, 

- If only that were true.

You, 
I haven’t got a clue, 

I think about you all day thru’,

- but do not misconstrue,                                      
I do not wish to pursue,

any relationship with you. 

You 
I wish to get nearer, 
so look in the mirror, 

It would make my life clearer,      
you know you would wish to be superior          

but - who; who are you?

HISTORY AND CONTEXT 

Its not a mystery,
It’s just history.

It’s not just the context,
the content, the concept. 

It’s not pretense or nonsense, 
but pertinent, 

across the continent It is all relevant, 

Its not a mystery, 
It’s just history. 
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THE COMPETITION 

‘When you cross across a road, 
cross across a crossing' ,

was my competition ditty      ,
from a road safety campaign by Mr Whippy. 

How I cursed, When I didn’t come first, 
I was first, as I reckoned, 
but in fact; I came second, 

and the prize for this theme, 
was a year's worth of ice cream. 

I won in September,      
as I’m sure you’ll remember; 

that when the ice cream man, 
parks up his van,      

and lays aside his tune,      
he will not see you again, until June. 

Didn’t see him again 'til then. 
Sadly, I never saw my coupons again. 

A year’s ice-cream lost, and I’m to blame;  
I’ll never enter that competition again, amen. 

VEG PLOT 

There was an old boy called Reg,  
who loved his early morn veg,    
when I asked 'are they good', 

he said, 'yes most of them should',  
and the rest I’ll chuck in the hedge. 
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LEARNING DISABILITIES 

LD for short, 

the initials should not distort, 

the over-riding history and context, 

knowing whats coming next,

and that life itself is complex. 

With rumination, concentration and communication. 

constant engagement in relationships, 

with their blips, slips, skips and trips. 

When accessing and using information to digest,   

we must understand all factors to be addressed. 

SHE 

She’s got a beautiful face, 

it’s in the right place. 

She’s got beautiful eyes, 

and it’s no surprise. 

that I should want her near; 

then within a year,- 

make her my wife, 

For the rest of my life. 
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SALUTATION 

Pictures and words, 

the colours, the verbs, 

shed light on a troublesome world. 

With all our vision, 

one would hope that derision, 

would not unfurl, no rocks would be hurled. 

It can be the best of us, 

who are the worst to fuss; 

to postulate problems that may not exist. 
Yet with a little precision, 

they could prevent a division,            

and present a solution in the midst. 

It should be measured, 

desired, even treasured; 

our conflicts before they unfold, 

there is much said in haste, 

to misinform and misplace 

and leave one or more in disgrace, 

…………if only the truth had been told…………… 
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WHAT? 

It’s not something to do with the night,  
does not matter if it’s wrong if it’s right. 
It’s not something to do with the day,   

even if it did, that does not make it OK. 

Nor is it to do with the mind, 
If it was, Lord knows what we would find, 

It could be visual, a touch be mystical,    
with a bit of luck, it can be egotistical. 

Is it to do with a life? 
Load up the burden, build up the strife 

I don’t know what it is, but whatever it is, you 
can’t peel it off with a knife.

Maybe then it’s true, 
when it becomes all down to you, 

whatever is done, either in hard work or fun, 
It will last your whole life through! 

COMMUNICATE 

I knew a young lady called Kate,  

kind of a love, but more than a mate. 

When she mumbled ‘join my commune; it’s Kate, 

I thought she asked me to communicate. 
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HAPPINESS MONTH 

So August is happy, (I saw 2 magpie) 

July wasn't bad,      

a good fayre was had. 

Soon, September is looming, 

always rightly assuming, 

that the end of the year is in sight. 

Whatever the mood, 

the company, the food, 

without doubt – I’m right; 

that day will always follow night.

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Confidential means just that. 

Unless there are reasons to chat, 

as something’s need sharing, 

and sometimes its wearing, 

make sure you know where you’re at. 

AMELIA

You arrived, as we were about to 

leave. Now you are ready to achieve, 

all you need is to believe.

My advice is:  try to give a little, 

then you will receive.
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SEPTEMBER MOURN 

Forget me not, I forgot already,  

perhaps it the start of something heady, 

Er.-Not much rhymes with already, 

It fits a line, but a little bit thready. 
What I was saying, 

Forget-me-not, - a flower’s spraying, 

-in September,
and that is why, I am conveyin’, 

that autumn is here, 

and ‘til December is stayin'. 

APPRAISAL 

There was a trainee called Hazel,  

who passed her annual appraisal 

when asked ‘was it good’, 

she said ‘yes; understood’,  

'but the appraisal was ever so nasal’. 

FIRE 

You may think that I am a liar, 

but I have never started a fire.  

When I last struck a light, 

It gave me such a fright ,

It stopped me sleeping at night.
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OCTOBER FEST 

Its fine,  

German wine;  

and a girt great beer stein, 

lots of fun,  

blue nun, 

classic wine,  

from the vine,  

along the river Rhine. 

Back home here,  

warm beer,  

passing year.  

but it doesn’t matter, 

plenty of chatter,  

and of course, Great atmosphere. 

COMMUNICATION 

To communicate is more than talk, 

like a bird, you can easily squawk, 

so don’t get uptight, 

or they will take flight, 

unless you have eyes of a hawk! 
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RHYME OR REASON 

I couldn’t budge it,  

so, I tried to nudge it. 

when I failed, 

I tried to fudge it. 

It was written down, 

 so I spilt the ink and smudged it, 

just as well no-one judged it,  

not that they would begrudge it. 

I am not adverse,  

to a line or two of mirth,  

so what could be worse,  

than one more nonsense verse!! 

BONFIRE NIGHT 

Bonfire Night, light up a fire,  

load up the pyre, look in the air, 

look at the flare, a bang and a flash, 

a boom and a bash. 

Now that’s over, 

Its Christmas at last. 
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THE CHRISTMAS UNDERDOG 

Third Friday in December; to me, I confer; 

Is to be pitied by mothers, 

derided by sisters; - and brothers  

and to be put down by others. 

But why should I care,  

that life is unfair,

for I am the butt of their jokes, 

-there are people who forsake me,

-those who mistake me,

these are; in-fact — ordinary folks! 

I cannot explain why,  

when I hold my head up high, 

and consider the dark winter’s night, 

that I desire to set myself free, 

-just as a wave on the sea,

as there is no one as insightful than me!! 
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TICK TOCK 

Minutes, hours, nights and days,  

weeks, months and years apprise. 

Look forward to life’s next phase, 

and back over past blue skies. 

Contemplate, 

we cannot alter the date, 

to demonstrate, 

or even remonstrate. 

Just remember,  

for the archives,  

That changes are placed, 

and problems are faced,  

- throughout all our lives.

Then let the clock bells chime,  

as in the end, 

we all mourn the passing of time.

For Estelle and Dick
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MONEY

I’m not cynical, 

exacting, clinical, 

though occasionally minimal; 

-a trite subliminal;

and perhaps ?

— not too criminal. 

You are objective, 

seeing perspective; 

exclusively elective, 

mostly electric, 

often selective, 

and mostly effective. 

We are a team, 

together we scheme, 

know what I mean,  

prosaically clean, 

highest esteem, 

super sheen money machine, 

Kirching, Kurching, Kerching !! 

‘You will never be alone, with money' 
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THE FAYRE 

It was an open day, 
It was it a fete, 

It was a summer fayre, 
put together—but late. 

Perhaps it was clear, 

with a smile and a tear, 
 so to spread a little more cheer, 

we’ll meet again this time next year. 

APEXED OUT 

A day out, 

a way out, 

to be way out, 

maybe to ‘say ‘out, 

and to stay out – 

but with friends; 

to the day end - 

that’s what it’s all about. 
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1972 
A fridge, a boy;  

take a look, new toy? 

Jump in, close the door 

can’t get out – not ever more. 

Punch, kick, scratch and scream bleeding, bruising, the bashing 
unseen It’s getting hot, he screams and shouts, 
but no-one will hear him, he’ll never get out. 

Never see the light of day, 
for others stupidity, his life will pay. 

Boy lost, parents alarmed, 
they search the fields, hedges and ditches, 

over stiles, in barns, on soccer pitches. 

Then they see an object on the ridge 
Oh my God’ the mother screams ‘It’s a fridge’. 

She stands at hand, praying it’s not true;  
but when the door is opened,

lying there, face and hands blue,  
lay her son, she collapses in grief husband at hand, 

shelving the pain underneath.

Someday – someone will learn; 
it might be their turn, or their son,  

that you can’t abandon fridges on land,  
where little children are at hand. 
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MERRY CHRISTMAS 

I walked out on a snowy morn, 

In the season when a child was born. 
 I ambled over a country hill, 

the air was cool, the breeze a chill, 

The ground was very icy. 

after my roam,  

and when I got home,  

I opened my presents; 

-quite nicely.

HAPPY NEW YEAR 

My New year resolution, 

Is to make a contribution, 

but to whom, 

to what, 

to where, 

 why and to when? 
Last year it was an illusion,   

this year it is a solution, 

and next year I start it all again. 
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UNCLE JOE 
The life and Times of Josef Stalin

You are a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, 

inside an enigma. 

You are more than just a stigma,  

with a little charisma, certainly, not a Krishna, 

not so much of a view, more of a vista. 

Uncle Joe, friend or foe,  

what happened to your mind.  

In the world you would define, 

from the Volga, to the Rhine. 

What of the sons, one sacrificed by dirty tricks, 
executed at thirty six, the other- 

intoxicatedly imbibed, at forty one- he died. Svetlana, 

became Lana, bucked the trend, 

denounced your vision in 'Twenty Letters to a Friend'.

When it was over, what did the world discover? 

The loss of your sons, their mothers, 

a daughter separating the ‘Rebar from the Rubble’, 

-the question is, -did you want all that trouble?

Was all the suffering worth the struggle? 
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SUMMER FAYRE 2016 

Summer Fayre; nearly here, 

hullo again,  

seems so soon, 

many a moon, 

since we had our first fayre – 

back then. 

This year; Its clear, 

we want a little more atmosphere, 

a little fun, a drink, a bun, 

plus a Sumo Suit and a joust, 

and for those who are too old, 

there's a song too, 

I’m told, 

so everyone can ‘Twist And Shout’. 

INDUCTION 

In the quest for a simple introduction,  

Skills for Care have now reformed the Induction. 

There’s a new certificate,  

which is now legitimate, 

so get ready for a little instruction.
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TRUMPING 

Before being elected, well it’s what we all expected. 

Crooked frown; walking around, dumbing down. 

What did you expect, Great news, love, respect?  

As an exemplar, 

What did you expect; a Knights or Simon Templar? 

Or anything remotely gentler. 

To make them great, 

with a strong will, a united state;  

It would be tall, 

made of brick, and fencing,  

perhaps a wall.  

For their views, some mourn, 

some forlorn, 

It would be a laugh, if it wasn’t a gaff. 

If sharper, describe a thorn, 

when placing your preference cross, 

We’re losing the plot.  

The oath of office is taken, 

then having new boss, not mistaken! 

There’s only one conclusion that can reassure, 

‘just be careful what you wish for'. 
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SENSES 
I looked in the mirror what did I see?  

I saw myself, looking at me.
With face so pale and eyes so red,  

made me wonder why my mind had fled. 

I looked in the mirror and what I had felt, 
at all the sadness that my hand was dealt. 
With odds against, the cards now stacked,  

no wonder my mind had cracked. 

I looked in the mirror, and what did I hear,  
I heard a voice, so distant with fear. 

My confidence so poor, my empathy no more 
hid the sound of my voice, for sure. 

I looked in the mirror, and looked in my mouth 
yellow and dry, taste buds, breath uncouth, 

aroma impure, decorum obscure, 
ensured my presence was exceedingly unsure. 

I looked in the mirror and what did I smell, 
I smelt an aura that was hard to inhale.  
With odour, so livid, and waft so vivid  

made me realise that I am my own worst critic. 

All senses displaced, my confidence replaced; 
without disgrace, just need to pace, 

for reform and relate,  
resume and gain weight,  

be allowed to reflect, regroup and connect,   
regaining my confidence and self-respect. 
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RECORD KEEPING AND MONEY 

If there’s something that gets my goat, 

Its where, why and how I keep my notes, 

In files, on clipboard, internet, or on card, 

with all the literacy required. 

With the accuracy desired, you would think I was the Bard, 

but when it comes to cash, I work with some panache. 

To be responsible for someone’s money, 

and to leave them with none, is not very funny. 

To be sure they are left with plenty, 

We ensure they don’t spend every penny. 

MY ROLE 
When assessing my Role,  
I look down and I scroll, 

‘cos when it comes to training, 
there’s no complaining,

as I make competence my goal. 

FOOD AND NUTRITION 

I wanted a drink, it was left at the sink, 

I wanted to eat, but I couldn’t reach, 

I wanted to shout, but the intercom was out. 

As they explained, the reason they were trained,

was to ensure that no one complained. 
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A LEAP (YEAR) OF FAITH 

She said we should wed,  

It’s a Leap Year', she said.  

And it’s my choice, 

a day to rejoice, 

I said I would marry, 

but I’m not in a hurry –  

there is no need to scurry,

ask me in four years instead, he said. 

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN 

Children are our future,  

they are here for us to nurture, 

the saddest part, and it hits the heart, 

why do abusers torture? 

THE HARE OF A MAD MARCH 

They say if March comes in like a lion, 

you’ll need a shoulder to cry on.  

Don’t trust the March Hare 

she will cause you disaster and despair.  

What you need is a plan,  

to get you out of a jam, 

‘cause when March comes in with a lion, 

let it out with a lamb'. 
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THE SAFE 

‘It’s out of stock’ I heard them say.  

Just my luck 

‘But you promised it would be here today.’ 

It was Monday, when I placed the order,  

‘You would know, you were the recorded the order.’ 

‘You had my pin, I put my order in.’ 

‘I’m very sorry sir, there’s been an omission,           

as I was the staff involved, 

and the matter is unresolved,  

I will not get my commission’  

‘but what about my goods’, 

my needs, on Monday; you understood’.  

‘We’re retraining our staff sir,  

things will be better by half sir. 

Sorry for the delay, 

the safe will be here on Saturday'. 

‘But Saturdays too late- 

I said to berate, I’ll buy it on line-

for your sale, I decline.’ 

With thanks to Office Supplies of Taunton 
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CONUNDRUM 

Your brain needs a game – 

 you can train! 
To train is the name of the game, 

the game is the gain, for your brain, 

‘The name of the game is to train.’ 

In the main, it is the same, 

so take the strain,  

as the strain is much same, 

in the game;  

on your brain,  

the strain is just the same. 

So in the main game, it is plain, 

for the strain to train. 

It’s a shame, that the pain is to blame,  

to blame the pain,  

such a shame. 

To be plain, it is a shame to claim the blame, 

so, don’t blame the pain of the game, 

as 

‘The name of the game is to train’ 
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BREXIT 

(find the countries and a river in Europe) 

I am not going to follow  
those who admire ‘Allo Allo’,  
I may be Germane, specific; 

but not Vorsprung Durch Technik, 

Do not forget Benny Lux,  
now he’s the Portu - geezer, 

just swapped his euro’s for bucks, and a little brain teaser. 
If he is hungry and needs a feed, 

give him a vegetable, so he can nibble a swede;  
and straight from the freezer, offer him a Malteser. 

If they want something particularly tasty, 
you could also offer a Danish (maybe with Hamish) pastry. 

If this issue drives you up the pole, 
and you check your cheques,  

to achieve your goal,  
you may think this as much, 

it is also Double Dutch. 

If you don’t want to leave,  
have a plan up your sleeve, 

you may be insane, 
you may just want to remain. 

Before I go, you may wish to know, 
 whose next, - who is next to spurn, 

I know not who, but how much does a Greek urn? 

You’ll both want all the credit,  
if in the small print, you read it, 

one wants a ‘Brexit, ‘the other wants a ‘Wrex-it ‘
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MOVEMBER 

It’s a fine moustache on your face,  

I asked you if it itched, 

and in which place.  

You said, ‘on top of the lip, 

under the nose, 

and everywhere else where it shows’ 

I offered to shave it, 

you wanted to save it,  

you told me remember, 

the moustache is most tender, 

so when its all over, 

you can stick it in the blender!! 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

When it comes to development,  

I get personal; I know what I need and it’s possible. 

With the right motivation,  

I’ll get there with persuasion, 

and make my contribution workable.
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WORKING IN A PERSON-CENTRED WAY 

Person Centred; Person mentored, 

this is my belief, 

much I could say,  

but I will make it brief.

When you show concern, 

and continue to learn,  

you will not suffer professional grief. 

DUTY OF CARE 

I have a duty of care, 

of understanding; being fair, 

to cater for needs,  

with many good deeds,  

and a garnish of old fashioned flair. 

ODE (OWED?) TO THE BARD 
(or ‘Midsummer Nights Dream’ in 9 lines) 

Midsummer day; Shakespeare play, 
and Puck is Jester to the Fairy King, 

the story is wonky,  
the weavers,  

-a half donkey
and love is the heartening thing.  

But in the end, we discuss, the tale proves as thus, 
falling in love makes –  
‘a fool out of all of us’. 
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WHAT A MAY DAY 

1st May, Labour Day, USA 

Morris dancing, 

men a prancing, 

save it for a rainy day. 

FA Cup, finals up; 

Crystal Palace wins the cup, 

United, without malice— 

poison chalice, loses by a goal. 

Wishful thinking, what you drinking? 

think you’ve had too much, 

United won—now your done –  

lets go for a stroll.

PRIVACY AND DIGNITY 

There is no ignominy,  

with privacy and dignity.

Its pure common sense, to help - not incense 

it’s the embodiment of epitome 
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THREATS 
They looked at me with shepherd’s eyes,  

I was vulnerable, feeling jeopardised. 

They thought they would catch me with surprise,  

my self-concern, superficially hid, thoroughly disguised. 

I needed to control the situation, keep threats minimised. 
They stated they would harm me; then I advised, 

I would talk with them, until they stabilised,

Allowed them to vented feelings, feel exercised. 

At this time, I emphasised; 

that if they withdrew their threat and realised, 

we could discuss concerns and analyse,

that there were other ways to be recognised.

WHAT IS APRIL 

There's a shower on the hour,  
following a breeze in the trees, 

and then there's the sun, and its Easter, 
so it’s as hot as a cross bun.

And who’s the fool, 
who thinks their cool,

and where’s the weather,  
changeable and clever, 

but I’ll tell you what, It makes you sing, 
look around, It feels like spring. 
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COMMUNICATION 

If you have no communication, 

you may spend time on rumination, 

chewing over the cud,  

rolling about in the mud, 

coming down to earth with a thud. 

Expressing your doubts, 

your fears, and your shouts, 

Is what it’s all about. 

Without extro-spection, 

there is only introspection, 

no thought left for considered reflection. 

RISKS 

I was a taker of risk, 

before falling off a ladder, 

and breaking a disc .

Nowadays, I’m someone averse to a caper, 

unless its written down, and signed - on paper. 

MEDICATION 
There must be dedication, 

to take or administer medication,  
do not make a mistake, 

whilst trying to keep people awake, 
by giving them night sedation. 
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CAPACITY  

I think you must have some audacity,  

To advise me that I haven’t got capacity,  

you’ve got me climbing up and down the walls. 

Trying to make sense of it all, 

you're thinking I cannot manage my affairs, 

It’s not that nobody cares, -  

it's that it will all end in tears. 

HANDLING INFORMATION 

I know how to handle information,

It comes from my very vocation, 

I am demure; I keep it secure, 

and get a standing ovation. 

INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL 

I had a little infection,
It affected my stomach’s digestion, 

when the doctor said 'does it hurt'?

I said: 'just a squirt, 

but when I speak, 

 it affects my oral inflection'. 
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ACCESSING AND USING INFORMATION 

Accessing and using information,

doesn’t have to be a dissertation, 

and forms part of overall communications; 

which enables consultation, - 

promotes conversation, 

and develops documentation. 

For the needs of making sense,  

of everything around us, thus hence, 

keeping us all from continuing suspense, 

by taking the tension out of where and whence. 

EQUALITY AND DIVERISTY  

Equity means fairness,  

to belong is to be inclusive, 

to deny these truths is particularly abusive, 

diversity's a fact,  

and has a great impact;  

and therefore, the evidence is conclusive.
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DISCRIMINATION 

I do not wish to incriminate,  

ruminate, participate or discriminate, 

I want to be treated as equal,  

not a prequel or a sequel.  

I want others to treat me the same,  

my name, my brain, no shame. 

No harsh words or blame, 

no attempt to inflame, defame,  

no game, just mainframe, exclaim and reclaim. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY  

I was thinking of safety and health,  

when I fell whilst fixing a shelf, 

they asked 'did it hurt'?  

I said 'quite a lot;  

but with the insurance, - I’ve got wealth' .
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COUNSELLING 

The art of the shrink, 

It to help take stock and think,  

about the traumas and woes that you have, 

If you keep it all in; 

store it under your skin,

eventually you’ll feel it on the chin. 

So let it all out; 

tell them what it’s about,

maybe then, 

you’ll have something to shout about.

FIRST AID 

I saw a young man needing first aid 

I nearly walked away, but stayed.

I attended his care,  

till the ambulance got there, 

and how I feel like an ace. 

LUCIDITY 

I forget to remember, 

or is it the other way round: 

the other day I lost my way,

It was lucky I was found. 
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PROFESSIONALISM 

When it comes to putting on a show,  

there is something I want you to know, 

I am the complete pro. 

I am no amateur, shamateur, Impostor,     

man-management blockbuster. 

clear skinned, chagrined thought underpinned, 

very determined, 

definitely - no bag of wind. 

I am thoughtful, lawful; 

definitely not awful,

If I jest, 

its because I'm always the best, 

when I am professional and manage all the rest. 

CONTINGENCY 

In the cause of financial stringency,

keep some funds by for an emergency, 

for when things go wrong, 

and it don’t take long, 

you’ll have a little contingency. 



SMART

You’re so smart,
full of heart,

right from the start,
the full 'Ala Carte'.

As a meal,
how do you feel,

full of zeal,
or a little bit ill.

Its food for thought,
that smart can mean naught,

if being too clever,
means your never able to deliver,
by pushing the boat downriver,

to another date,
by river freight,

to make you wait.

Being too smart by half,
puts you in danger of making a gaff,

even when you are trying to choreograph,
you may end up with writing 'a chump' on your epitaph.

Smart is not necessarily clever,
but 'never say never', 

does not mean forever,
with some hard work and endeavour,

with absorbing the pressure,
in the end, 

we can comprehend,
that-

being smart can bring plans together.
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WORLD CORRUPT FINAL

Anastasia,
stays here,
plays here, 
in Moscow,
l must go,

Oh no!
World Cupped,

disrupt,
the place will erupt,
due to the corrupt,

unjust,
distrust,
disgust,

allegations they construct,
about the Russian state,

its not too late.

From Catherine the Great
to Ivan the Terrible,

so maybe its quite bearable,
and indeed inferable,

that with a little bit of luck,
England will win the World Cup.

Except for the penalty shootout,
we've nothing to shout about,

the player will stroll to the spot,
tie his legs in a knot,
look deep and out far,

then kick the ball over the bar.

Another four years until Qatar,
seems so long but not so far,

when we will want and push our team achieve, 
whilst wiping the tears with our sleeve.
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THE LIQUOR AND THE BUN

Just one more then I'm done,
said the liquor to the cream bun,

its been a great time, and great fun,
but I feel like i’m flagging,
so I'll go on the wagon.

Just one more then I’m done,
said the bun to the liquor,

you know when I’ve eaten it,
I will get over the urge even quicker,

in terms of life, it is a flicker.

I’ll just have one more,
you know the score,

another one won’t hurt,
I am still alert, fit and healthy,

and maybe if I had not spent so much on all this, 
I may have been wealthy.

My times have been great,
the more I eat, and the more I drank,

brought me closer to the brink,
I know that I have to choose,
between what I have got now,

and what I will lose.

The drink turned to the bun,
‘your not kidding anyone’,

your health is shot, you have lost the plot,
and your heading for gods oven.

The bun replied, ‘and about all your lies,
now you can quit, and get out of it,
yet to be honest your life is just sh*t’.

The drink past away, way back in the day,
and the bun suffered a fatal demise.

so when it was over,
ask why did they bother,

as too much of anything is unwise.
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SAFEGUARDING ADULTS 

Safeguards help prevent individuals abuse, 

as we know, some need little excuse.

Yet they think it’s funny, 

when stealing their money,

Continuing and remaining obtuse.

It’s like guarding a safe,

but much more important than that, 

as if people get hurt, or are harmed; 

by a range of abuse, being groomed or by charm,

it may be late, but sound the alarm.

It is better to be safe than sorry,

and it is better to tell than to worry,

you have to be strong as they need to belong; 

ensure you report abuse before something goes wrong.

AMELIA AT 18

When you are the age you are now,
so much is known, 
so much to learn,

the best advice is not a conundrum,
therefore, as a rule of thumb; 

it's always best to listen to your mum!



DAWLISH DITTY'S
(a trilogy of four)

A FISHY TALE

There was a fine lady from Dawlish,
who went out fishing for a crawfish,

but when she cast out her line,
for a fish dinner to dine,

she hooked in a tin of Brasso Metal polish.

MEAT FREE MADNESS

There was a young lad from Dawlish, 
who found that he enjoyed onion relish, but it was 

moreish. He would often languish,
with a cheese and pickle sandwich,

and eat it up in a flourish.

SMALL FRY 

There was an old man from Dawlish
who spent his life on a trawler to fish,

after he pulled in his net,
he took the fish to the vet,

as they were all on the side of being smallish

PAINT-ON

There was a painter from Dawlish,
who started to paint the sea wall-ish

when he pulled out his brush
the train did it crush,

and now he runs a local tea stall-ish
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FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS
(Broome is in Western Australia)

From Broome to Broom,
I assume, 
to resume,

a relationship with a friend,
to attend, 

and to spend,
some time with them,

which in the end,
will extend, 

and transcend,
the time, the place and the persons,

and indeed, all of our versions,
from the time of our friendship;

which is endless, 
not pretentious,
or contentious.

And when you return,
from your sojourn,
across the ocean,

with Qantas emotion;
I hope your memory,
will be exemplary,

of your time with us here,
just remember, one thing I must make clear

Drinking Fosters is not beer!
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REBEL REBELLION

Perhaps it is the way they behave,
a wish to be appreciated, and a desire to crave. 

Sometimes that may seem naive,  
yet others may see them as brave,

or could it be that they wish to receive,
when their opponents wish to deceive?

The strive to show the world,
the way of living, both real and unfurled,
unlike being tied up, battered and cuffed,
knotted and curled, twisted and twirled.

Their quest is for freedom
in whichever kingdom,
instead of being beaten, 
bleeding, and needing,

in the cause of defeating
oppression and then pleading,

for our rights, and then believing, 
that one day

they can say, hope and pray
that they can forgive, as they forgave,

and not be afraid;
as

They would rather be a rebel than a slave

*****
In time the fight will be forgotten,
as spring rapidly turns to autumn,

where memory fades,
of fights of decades,

for freedom and the right to be free.
In time, they will throw it away

as night turns to day,
 fighting each other 

as they strive to discover,
an alternative solution, with a plan to deploy,

to undermine the original ideal and then destroy.
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FO9

Along the motorway;
it was dark and misty, 
with glasses she stared,

 vision impaired,
it's cold and crispy,                                                                           

maybe too much whiskey?.

A light shines in the distance.
The message confused and persistent,

her eyesight becomes resistant
she states with a doctors mind.

"What is FO9"?

FO9, is fine;
in your mind,

as a thriller, like an MI5 killer,
but this is a blizzard,
and it is a hazard;

not to say a bit hard,
to comprehend the motorway notice board..

FO9, by design,
is a Ministry of Transport sign.

The sign is fine,
except for the end-line,

it should have been a 'gee' (g),
- and it oughta been plain to see,

but the sign by design,
showed a nine (9).

When put together,
in inclement weather;

 the wind and the smog, though 
with vernacular dialogue:-

-the word should have spelt Fog!
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I WONDER

Did you ever rest,
on Everest;

or effervesce,
and never rest.

Did you ever lie low,
on a li-lo;

or ever smile-o,
for a while-o.

Did you ever cry,
seeing life pass by;

or ever wonder why,
the earth was always beneath the sky.

 Did you ever ponder,
at the mighty sound of thunder;

or ever thought that life is humdrum,
and that all weather is a conundrum.

Did you ever think,
when the world was on the brink;

or even open up your mind,
to search and to find.

Did you not despair,
when what you thought you saw, was not there;

or will it be there tomorrow
if not, it does not have to follow.  

Did you know there is no answer,
as far as we can gather, 

or if you have any thoughts, 
it all reverts to nought. 
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GUFFAWE
(refractions of a 10 year old choir-boy)

I was never a great with vocals, 
my voice reflected my local 

vernacular of its time,
probably better that I should mime.

The church provided a choir,
so when short, they decided to hire,

my desolate tones, 
despite all their moans,

their grimaces, and their groans.

Each week I would sit on the pew,
singing along, slightly askew, 

well I ask you;
what else I could I do?

They paid me a small fee,
which mattered to me,

and whilst there was somewhere else I would gladly be, 
I knew my services were not for free.

 While sat on the oaken bench,
I felt a pain in my stomach, bent over, teeth clenched,

I was aware, this may be an Elizabethan stench.

The choir sang their songs of praise;
I did not phrase, 

with my gastric malaise.
In a moment of torment:
a leak of gas did ferment.

From my insides, 
the noise ripped along the bench like a joy-ride, 

shocking the congregation inside.
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 GUFF-AWE!
(refractions of a 10 year old choir-boy) Continued

The sound was so loud,
in another place I'd be proud!-

- then the waft hit the crowd, -
 my body crouched low; 
behind me it did flow, 

like a gastronomic mushroom cloud.

I feared there would be violence,
but there was the sound of silence.

Then came a snigger,
followed by laughter, that became a trigger,      

for the belly laughs to become ablaze with vigour.

The vicar was stunned, 
he wanted my refund.

How could anyone in the vestry,
let out a smell of an estuary,

I must have been brought up grotesquely,
and I must be set free.

Of course, I never returned,
If I had, I would have been spurned
not so much a guff, more of a gaff,

 though it made the religious community laugh.
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TAKE CARE

I often wonder,
even ponder

the art to converse;
and the perverse,

words that make me curse,
and put them to verse

Why would I not Take Care!
Is there anyone out there,

who thinks that I would like to trip,
crack a hip, 

have a tooth to chip without being aware,
by not taking care??!!!!

And another thing to spoil,
that makes my blood boil

'Have a nice day',
they say,

as if that is not my way,
as if I may -

set out to be risque’,
stand if line of a ricochet

of a missile, or bullet bouquet.

What I mean to state,
is that so much of these fine words are fake,

these words are codified,
and I am not obliged,

or have to bide
my time with the insincerity, which makes me scoff, 

and cough, 
I've had enough!

What they mean to froth,
like pigs in a trough
is to state, dissipate

and to vent the wroth
Fox Trot Oscar and 'Pee, one-five-five' off



FLICKURES

Maurice Vies, here he lies,
after a lifetime on the silver screen, 

though mainly unseen;
by film buffs, but it was enough

for Maurice.

From Garbo to Gump,
no one could gazump,
His skills in a stunt,

without a sprain or a bump
never ending up a chump.

In 'Wild Orchids' he reveled
as a heartless devil;

when he ushered the words,
which led to the absurb,

remark from Garbo who moaned
‘I vant to be alone’

A lifetime away in Forest Gump
he was heard to say this whilst drunk.

On seeing the star race,
with that knowing look upon his face

 not wanting to be outdone
Shouted ‘Run forest run’.

- If only he had a shotgun.

After nearly seventy years
Mo (as he was known)
was never really shown
his talents were used

skill set abused
he remained drunk and obtuse,

Never the less,
I like to think of him at his best,

when I could go to the flicks,
and learn some movie tricks,

not from a crop of current smoothies 
but from Mo Vies at the movies.



MIND GAMES

I’m in two minds,
all the time,

on who I am, and what I see,
if only it was me.

My thoughts are vague,
and I want to invade,

my taste, my tactile, and my olfactory senses, 
which all fills with un-pleasances.

But now I’m well,
I think you can tell,

Schizophrenia is a label,
it does not matter, as long as I am stable.

REHABILITATION

Its not the prognosis,
of a diagnosis.

It is the way,
we treat and portray,
addiction in society,

and our need for probity,
to seek and to find an alcohol and drug free sobriety.

UP AND DOWN

When I’m up, I’m really buzzing,
But when I’m down I’m really fuzzing,

and when I’m neither up or down I’m really nothing
On the way up, I feel like good luck.

But when I’m going down,
the world stops, wont turn.

When I am stable, I think I am able.
Bi-Polar, I’m on a roller,

someone get on the controller,
and let me hope for closure.



STRESS TEST

When Iôm anxious,
I get cantankerous,

when Iôm stressed, I get depressed,
and when Iôm agitated,

I get cogitated.

When I speak my illôs
my doctor prescribes me some pills,

and gets me to speak,
to those with qualified mystique,

who know how to delve,
at my hidden thoughts,

on my psychological shelves.

When Iôm better,
they send me a letter,
to see them again,

if my symptoms return.



DAVE

I don’t really know what to say,
but I will do so anyway.

You were just someone who came to our home for heat,
not really someone I wanted to meet,

But there was no harm, and a certain mischievous charm.
You became more than an acquaintance,

despite dodgy cars and even curiouser maintenance.

When it came o grub,
you sold pasties and tin peas at Tone Vale Social club,

until they gave you the snub,
of being banned from this hospital local hub

from those who up the wrong way you rubbed.

And those two goals that you scored, 
in that one game we endured, 
an own goal in the first half

and a fluke for us before the team bath.

I will always remember,
Our conversation in the town centre,

when you spoke of Mandy,
I revealed your plan B;

that you would with her marry
that was my theory

although you thought I was being rather silly.

We sat in the Royal Ashton that Thursday night
2 female truckers approached our table,

we didn’t want to gamble,
 so out the door we scrambled.



Who could forget,
those energetic duets,

us singing 'Wild Thing', and a few numbers from Queen,
at that hotel at Christmas in Cyprus,

with an element of brightness,
sung by ourselves truly.

with the prize of extra Creme Brulee

or the 'Looky-Looky' hotel pop quiz in the Canaries
when we were slightly away with the fairies

but we won every round, and all the bottles of wine,
until the last bottle was declined
we could not win all the bottles,

with all that booze, we might just get sozzled.

There are so many things, so many times and never a bad word 
between us
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